1
states that for any integral function of order less than one-half, log w(r)>(a positive constant) log Mir), on a sequence of circles of indefinitely increasing radius. I consider in this note a class of integral functions which have this property and prove the following theorem. (2), (3), (4), (5), and ( where ƒ is /&e canonical product (8); awi //*£ values of r for which log m(r, ƒ) >ArP where A is any arbitrarily large constant form a set of upper density greater than 1 -1/X -e.
THEOREM 3. Hypothesis: Let p>0 be nonintegral and (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) 
holds will form a set of upper density greater than 1 -1/X -e.
THEOREM 4. Ifp>Oand (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (9) hold 6 then conclusion (10) holds. log (l+R*" 1 )} and i?^Mog(l+i? <r *" 1 )^i? p+€7+<r "" 1 -^0 as JR-*OO, since <r<l -p and €7 can be chosen so small that <r<l-p -€7. Hence Y> 1/2 for all large R and so
The values of R for which this result holds form a set of upper density greater than 1 -1/X--e. Added in proof. The positive numbers e and €4 are chosen so small that 1/X + e < 1;
[p] + € 4 < p.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we showed that the inequality holding over a set of upper density greater than 1 -1/X -e. If we further suppose that X = i? w /i?n-i (n = 2, 3, • • • )t then this inequality holds good over a set of upper density greater than l-Xe(l + €)/(X-l).
